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ABSTRACT
We investigate the frequency and origin of carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars in Local
Group dwarf galaxies by means of a statistical, data-calibrated cosmological model for the
hierarchical build-up of the Milky Way and its dwarf satellites. The model self-consistently
explains the variation with dwarf galaxy luminosity of the observed: (i) frequency and [Fe/H]
range of CEMP stars; (ii) metallicity distribution functions; (iii) star formation histories. We
show that if primordial faint supernovae dominated the early metal-enrichment, then CEMP-
no stars enriched by the first stellar generations should be present in all dwarf galaxies,
with similar number of stars and CEMP fractions at [Fe/H] < −4. We demonstrate that the
probability to observe a star that is carbon-enhanced within a given [Fe/H] range strongly
depends on the luminosity of the dwarf galaxy and, on average, it is an order of magnitude
lower in ‘classical’ Sculptor-like dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies (P ≤ 0.02) than in the least
luminous ultra-faint dwarfs (P ≈ 0.1). In addition, we explain why it may be easier to find
CEMP-no stars at [Fe/H] ≈ −2 in classical dSph galaxies than in ultra-faint dwarfs. These
are consequences of the dramatic variation in the fraction of stars at [Fe/H] < −3 with galaxy
luminosity: ≥40 per cent for galaxies with L < 105 L�, and ≤0.2 per cent for L > 107 L�. We
present model predictions for the low-Fe tail and CEMP fraction of stars in dwarf galaxies,
with particular emphasis on the Sculptor dSph, that can be used to shed light on the properties
of the first stars.

Key words: stars: abundances – galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: high-redshift – Local Group –
cosmology: theory.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Understanding the nature of the first stars is one of the key questions
of modern cosmology. Despite extensive observational searches,
truly pristine stars have so far escaped detection. Currently, the most
metal-deficient star known has a total metallicity of Z ≈ 6.9 × 10−7

(Caffau et al. 2011). The persistent lack of more metal-poor stars
seems to confirm the idea that primordial stars were all more mas-
sive than ≈1 M� (e.g. McKee & Tan 2008; Hosokawa et al. 2011;
Hirano et al. 2014), and that their formation was possibly quenched
at early times (e.g. Salvadori, Schneider & Ferrara 2007; Pallot-
tini et al. 2014). However, the chemical signatures of these extinct
stellar generations could be retained in the photospheres of ancient
(>12 Gyr) low-mass second-generation stars, which formed in pre-
enriched environments, Z > Zcr = 10−5±1 Z�, where metals and
dust grains dispersed by the first stars enabled efficient gas cooling
and fragmentation (e.g. Schneider et al. 2002). These stellar fossils

� E-mail: salvadori@astro.rug.nl
†VENI Fellow.

should be observable in the oldest stellar components of our Galaxy
and in its ancient dwarf satellites.

High- and medium-resolution spectroscopic studies of Galactic
halo stars have revealed the existence of a population of carbon-
rich stars (e.g. Beers & Christlieb 2005; Aoki et al. 2007; Lee
et al. 2013; Norris et al. 2013; Yong et al. 2013). These objects
are usually defined to have carbon-to-iron ratio [C/Fe] > 0.7
(Aoki et al. 2007), and they can be divided into two main popu-
lations: carbon-rich stars that exhibit an excess in heavy elements
formed by slow (or rapid) neutron capture processes, CEMP-s
(CEMP-r) stars, and carbon-rich stars that do not exhibit such an ex-
cess, carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP)-no stars. The available
data are consistent with the idea that CEMP-s stars belong to binary
systems (Lucatello et al. 2005; Starkenburg et al. 2014), and have ac-
quired their carbon-excess from an asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
companion (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2012; Placco et al. 2013; Abate et al.
2015). Thus, the chemical abundances measured in these stars are
not representative of the interstellar medium (ISM) out of which
they formed. On the other hand, CEMP-no stars are not preferen-
tially associated with binary systems (Cohen et al. 2013; Hansen,
Andersen & Nordtröm 2013; Norris et al. 2013; Starkenburg et al.
2014). Hence there is no observational evidence supporting the idea
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of mass transfer as the origin of their chemical abundances, which
was suggested by some authors (e.g. Suda et al. 2004; Komiya
et al. 2007). Furthermore, both their frequency and carbon-excess
increase with decreasing [Fe/H] (e.g. Lucatello et al. 2005; Lee et al.
2013; Norris et al. 2013), and eight out of the nine halo stars discov-
ered at [Fe/H] < −4.5 are CEMP-no stars (Christlieb et al. 2002;
Frebel et al. 2005; Norris et al. 2007; Keller et al. 2014; Allende
Prieto et al. 2015; Bonifacio et al. 2015; Frebel et al. 2015; Hansen
et al. 2015). These findings favour the idea that CEMP-no stars
are a peculiar stellar population and that their chemical abundances
likely reflect their birth environment.

The unusual chemical compositions of the most iron-poor and
carbon-rich stars can be successfully matched by models of pri-
mordial faint supernova (SN) that experienced mixing and fall-
back, hence releasing small amounts of iron and large amounts
of carbon and other light elements (e.g. Umeda & Nomoto 2003;
Iwamoto et al. 2005; Joggerst, Woosley & Heger 2009; Marassi
et al. 2014; Tominaga, Iwamoto & Nomoto 2014). Relatively good
agreement with observations is also obtained by models of zero- (or
very low-) metallicity massive ‘spinstars’, which experience mixing
and mass-loss because of their very high rotational velocities (e.g.
Meynet, Ekström & Maeder 2006; Meynet et al. 2010; Maeder,
Meynet & Chiappini 2015). Recently, chemical evolution studies
have further supported the idea of the link between primordial
faint SN and CEMP-no stars, showing that the observed fraction of
carbon-enhanced to carbon-normal stars at [Fe/H] < −3 is success-
fully reproduced if faint SN dominated the early metal-enrichment
(Cooke & Madau 2014; de Bennassuti et al. 2014). Thus, we
can work under this simple hypothesis to predict the frequency
of pristine carbon-enhanced stars in ancient and metal-poor dwarf
galaxies.

CEMP stars have been found in a significant fraction in the
faintest satellites of the Milky Way, the so-called ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, with total luminosities L ≤ 105 L� (e.g. Frebel et al.
2010b; Norris et al. 2010; Lai et al. 2011; Gilmore et al. 2013;
Frebel, Simon & Kirby 2014). Different groups have proposed
these galaxies to be the living relics of the first star-forming mini-
haloes, which formed in the Milky Way environment prior the end
of reionization (e.g. Bovill & Ricotti 2009, 2011; Muñoz et al. 2009;
Salvadori & Ferrara 2009, 2012; Salvadori et al. 2014). These the-
oretical predictions are consistent with recent observations of star
formation histories (SFHs) in ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (e.g. Brown
et al. 2012, 2014; Dall’Ora et al. 2012; Okamoto et al. 2012).
In particular, by interpreting the observed Fe–Luminosity relation
and metallicity distribution function (MDF) of dwarf galaxies in a
cosmological context, Salvadori & Ferrara (2009) predicted these
ancient ultra-faint dwarf galaxies to be the best objects to look for
the chemical imprints of the first stellar generations. This picture
is supported by the recent discovery of several CEMP-no stars at
[Fe/H] < −3 in Segue 1 (Frebel et al. 2014), which is one of the
faintest ultra-faint dwarfs.

However, CEMP stars seem to be rare in the more luminous
‘classical’ dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies, L > 105 L�, where
measurements are available for larger stellar samples. The defi-
ciency of CEMP(-no) stars is especially mysterious in the Sculptor
dSph galaxy. The observed colour–magnitude diagram (CMD) and
MDF of Sculptor are consistent with this galaxy being dominated
by ancient stars, >10 Gyr old (de Boer et al. 2012). However, no
CEMP stars have been found among the 10 carefully studied stars
at [Fe/H] < −3 (Frebel, Kirby & Simon 2010a; Tafelmeyer et al.
2010; Starkenburg et al. 2013; Jablonka et al. 2015; Simon et al.
2015). Only recently, the first CEMP-no star has been discovered

at [Fe/H] ≈ −2 (Skúladóttir et al. 2015). The observed chemical
abundance pattern of this star is consistent with the idea that the
carbon excess is the result of a pristine population of faint SN pol-
luting its birth environment. However, the lack of CEMP-no stars
at lower [Fe/H] is not. The important question is, are CEMP stars
missing in classical dSph galaxies, or are they hidden?

We argue they may be hidden. To sustain this thesis, in this
paper we use a statistical, data-calibrated cosmological model for
the formation of the Milky Way and its dwarf satellites, to pre-
dict the frequency of CEMP(-no) stars in Sculptor and other Local
Group dwarf galaxies. We present a simple, global scenario that
self-consistently explains the variation with galaxy luminosity of
the observed: (i) carbon-enhanced to carbon-normal star ratios; (ii)
metallicity distribution functions; and (iii) star formation histories.
We link the properties of Local Group dwarf galaxies with first stel-
lar generations and early galaxy formation processes, and present
model predictions aimed at identifying the hidden CEMP-no stars
in the classical dSph galaxy Sculptor.

For consistency with previous works (Salvadori & Ferrara 2009,
2012; Salvadori et al. 2014), along with Via Lactea II, Aquarius,
and CLUES simulations (e.g. Madau et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2012;
Benı́tez-Llambay et al. 2015), we adopt a Lambda cold dark matter
(�CDM) cosmology with �m = 0.24, �� = 1 − �m = 0.76,
�b = 0.04, and H0 = 73 km s−1 Mpc−1. Furthermore, in the overall
paper we assume the solar abundance values by Asplund et al.
(2009).

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S O F C A R B O N - R I C H STA R S

Current observations of CEMP stars, [C/Fe] > 0.7, are shown
in Fig. 1, where we present a sample of stars from the literature
with measured carbon-to-iron ratio, [C/Fe], and iron-abundance,
[Fe/H], in both the Galactic halo and nearby dwarf galaxies. Most
of these data are based on one-dimensional local thermodynamic
equilibrium stellar model analysis.

Measurements for halo stars are from Placco et al. (2014), who
selected among all available data (see references therein) a sample
of 505 stars with [Fe/H] < −2 and [C/Fe] measurements. This
sample includes dwarf and giant stars (0 < log g < 5). Placco
et al. (2014) corrected [C/Fe] to account for the depletion of surface
carbon abundance, which is expected to occur on the upper Red
Giant Branch (RGB), log g < 2. The correction depends on several
observed quantities: log g, [C/Fe], [Fe/H] and also, to a lesser extent,
on [N/Fe]. Hence, we should keep in mind that the corrected values
presented in Fig. 1 have intrinsic errors, which are estimated by
the authors to be always within the 2σ uncertainties of the [C/Fe]
measurements, i.e. ±0.3 dex.

In more distant dwarf galaxies only the brighter RGB stars are
typically observed. Hence, in our selection of dwarf galaxy stars, if
the internal mixing was not already accounted for by the authors,
we used the online tool by Placco et al. (2014) to self-consistently
correct the [C/Fe] measurements. When not available from obser-
vations we simply assumed [N/Fe] = 0.0, in agreement with Placco
et al. (2014). The data shown in Fig. 1 represents the largest sample
of [C/Fe] measurements that have been homogeneously corrected
to account for internal mixing processes.

From Fig. 1, we can note that stars at [Fe/H] ≤ −4.5 have only
been found in the Galactic halo. Moreover, we can see that the
frequency of CEMP-no stars among these ‘hyper-iron-poor stars’
is extremely high: eight out of nine stars at [Fe/H] ≤ −4.5 are
CEMP-no stars. These objects have peculiar chemical abundance
patterns consistent with the yields predicted for primordial faint
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Figure 1. Compilation of stars with measured [C/Fe] and [Fe/H] in the stel-
lar halo (squares), ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (circles, hexagons, pentagons)
and classical dSph galaxies (triangles). [C/Fe] measurements are corrected
to account for internal mixing processes (see text). CEMP-no stars are shown
as filled symbols, upper limits with arrows. Stars with [C/Fe] > 0.7 and
open symbols are CEMP-s/r stars. Filled grey squares are CEMP stars with
no available measurements of r- or s-process elements. Colours/symbols
identify stars in dwarf galaxies with increasing total luminosity: from red
to blue (see labels and text). References: Halo stars: Placco et al. (2014),
Christlieb et al. (2002), Frebel et al. (2005), Norris et al. (2007), Caffau et al.
(2011), Keller et al. (2014), Hansen et al. (2015), Bonifacio et al. (2015),
Frebel et al. (2015). Segue 1: Norris et al. (2010), Frebel et al. (2014). Ursa
Major II and Coma Berenice: Frebel et al. (2010b). Leo IV: Simon et al.
(2010). Bootes: Lai et al. (2011), Norris et al. (2010), Gilmore et al. (2013).
Draco: Cohen & Huang (2009), Shetrone et al. (2013), Kirby et al. (2015).
Sextans: Honda et al. (2011). Carina: Venn et al. (2012). Sculptor: (Frebel
et al. 2010a), Tafelmeyer et al. (2010), Starkenburg et al. (2013), Simon
et al. (2015), Kirby et al. (2015), Jablonka et al. (2015), Skúladóttir et al.
(2015). Fornax: (Kirby et al. 2015).

SN (e.g. Iwamoto et al. 2005). However, we also note that these
extreme stars are part of a common, global trend, which involves
stars in both the Galactic halo and dwarf galaxies. We see that on
average [C/Fe] is higher in stars with lower [Fe/H], and it declines
with [Fe/H]. The same trend affects the incidence of CEMP-no stars
with respect to the overall stellar population. At [Fe/H] ≤ −3.0,
the fraction of CEMP-no stars in the Galactic halo, (≈43 per cent;
Placco et al. 2014), is consistent with the overall fraction of CEMP-
no stars in dwarf galaxies, where 24 stars at [Fe/H] ≤ −3 have been
observed, and 10 of them are found to be CEMP-no stars. This gives
FCEMP(<−3) ≈ 42 per cent. However, when we consider individual
dwarf galaxies, the fractions are highly variable.

The carbon measurements in the least luminous ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, log (L/ L�) < 4.0 (shown in Fig. 1 with red circles), are
from high-resolution spectroscopic studies (see caption for refer-
ences). Although less than 20 stars have been observed in these
four systems, the overall frequency of CEMP-no stars is very high,
and at [Fe/H] ≤ −3, five out of six stars are CEMP-no stars,
FCEMP(≤−3) ≈ 83 per cent. With the only exception of seven stars
in Bootes, one of which is a CEMP-no at [Fe/H] = −3.5 (Gilmore
et al. 2013), only low-resolution spectroscopic studies are avail-

able for dwarf galaxies with luminosities between ultra-faint and
classical dSph galaxies, e.g. Bootes, log (L/ L�) = 4.5 ± 0.1,
and Draco, log (L/ L�) = 5.45 ± 0.10. Thus, slow and rapid n-
capture elements have not been measured in these stars, prevent-
ing us from distinguishing between CEMP-no and CEMP-r/s stars.
As discussed in Section 1, however, there is strong observational
evidence that CEMP-no stars should be the dominant CEMP pop-
ulation at [Fe/H] < −3 (e.g. Norris et al. 2013). In these dwarf
galaxies the fraction of CEMP(-no) stars at [Fe/H] ≤ −3 is high:
four out of six stars in Bootes (≈66 per cent), and two out of five
stars in Draco (≈40 per cent). The classical dSph galaxies Carina
and Sextans, log (L/ L�) ≈ 5.6, have been followed up at high res-
olution, but only stars at [Fe/H] ≥ −3 have carbon measurements
(see Fig. 1).

In the Sculptor dSph galaxy, log (L/ L�) = 6.34 ± 0.16, many
carbon measurements are available from both low- (Kirby et al.
2015), and high-resolution spectroscopic studies (Frebel et al.
2010a; Tafelmeyer et al. 2010; Starkenburg et al. 2013; Simon
et al. 2015; Skúladóttir et al. 2015). In total, 10 stars have been
found at [Fe/H] ≤ −3. After correcting for internal mixing, we
find that the star Scl 11 1 4296 observed by Simon et al. (2015)
at [Fe/H] = −3.77 can be possibly identified as a CEMP-no
star, [C/Fe] = 0.77 ± 0.34. This was not claimed by the au-
thors, who used the luminosity dependent criteria developed by
Aoki et al. (2007) to identify CEMP stars.1 However, the carbon-
excess is small and the errors big, making this classification
very uncertain. Thus, the only reliable CEMP-no star discovered
in Sculptor, [C/Fe] = 1.01 ± 0.1, has an unusually high iron-
abundance, [Fe/H] ≈ −2 (Skúladóttir et al. 2015), which makes
this star stand out with respect to the general trend in dwarf
galaxies (Fig. 1). No CEMP-no stars have been found in Fornax,
log (L/ L�) ≈ 7.25 ± 0.11, although carbon measurements are
only available for stars at [Fe/H] > −2. For other ultra-faint dwarfs
(e.g. Segue 2, Willmann, Hercules) or classical dSph galaxies (e.g.
LeoT, LeoI, LeoII, Ursa Minor) carbon measurements are not yet
available.

In conclusion, while FCEMP(≤−3) in the Galactic halo is consistent
with the overall fraction of CEMP-no stars at [Fe/H] ≤ −3 in
dwarf galaxies, the individual Milky Way companions show that
FCEMP(≤−3) strongly decreases when the luminosity of the galaxies
increases. Does the fraction of CEMP-no stars depend on galaxy
luminosity? And why does the only CEMP-no star observed in a
more luminous dSph galaxy have an unusually high [Fe/H] ≈ −2?
Are these observational findings reconcilable with the idea that the
birth environment of CEMP-no stars was polluted by primordial
faint SN, and thus consistent with what we see in the Galactic halo?

3 C O S M O L O G I C A L M E R G E R - T R E E M O D E L

We use the data-constrained cosmological code GAMETE (GAlaxy
MErger Tree and Evolution; Salvadori et al. 2007, 2014; Salvadori
& Ferrara 2009, 2012; de Bennassuti et al. 2014) to link the proper-
ties of ancient stars in the Local Group with the early star formation
(SF) and metal-enrichment processes. GAMETE describes the forma-
tion of the Galaxy and its dwarf satellites in a �CDM framework,
self-consistently accounting for the key physical processes driv-
ing the formation and evolution of high-redshift dwarf galaxies:
(i) the transition from massive, and hence short-lived Population III
(Pop III) stars, to normal Population II (Pop II) stars; (ii) the gradual

1 There are small differences between the Aoki et al. (2007) criteria and the
carbon correction by Placco et al. (2014).
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quenching of SF in dwarf galaxies with increasing total masses
due to the enhanced photodissociating and photoionizing radiation;
(iii) the steady metal-enrichment of the Milky Way environment,
or Galactic medium, due to SN-driven outflows from star-forming
haloes.

Our model is a statistical tool that enables us to study the most
likely assembly and metal-enrichment histories of Local Group
galaxies. The SF and chemical evolution of present-day galaxies
is traced across cosmic time by exploiting a sample of merging
histories of a Milky Way-size dark matter halo (MMW = 1012 M�),
reconstructed via a Monte Carlo algorithm based on the Extended
Press–Schechter formalizm (see Salvadori et al. 2007; de Bennassuti
et al. 2014, for more details). Newly collapsed haloes are assumed
to have a gas-to-dark matter mass ratio equal to the baryonic cosmic
fraction, Mg/M = �b/�M and a chemical composition equal to the
Milky Way environment at their formation epoch. Hence they are
all primordial, Z = 0, before the onset of SNe explosions. The main
and new features of the model are summarized below, including
the underlying key assumptions relevant for this work. We refer the
reader to previous papers for more details.

Star formation. The SF is traced along the merger trees by adopt-
ing physically motivated hypotheses.

(i) There exists a minimum halo mass to form stars, Msf(z), whose
evolution accounts for the suppression of SF in progressively more
massive objects due to the increasing photodissociating and pho-
toionizing radiation (Salvadori & Ferrara 2009, 2012). When the
Milky Way environment is fully reionized, zrei ≈ 6 (Salvadori et al.
2014), we assume that gas accretion is suppressed in haloes with
virial temperatures Tvir � 2 × 104 K.

(ii) The SF rate, ψ = ε∗Mg/tff, which is regulated by the SF
efficiency, ε∗, depends on the free-fall time, tff(z), and mass of
cold gas in each galaxy, whose gradual accretion is described by a
numerically calibrated infall rate (Salvadori, Ferrara & Schneider
2008).

(iii) In minihaloes with Tvir � 104 K, the SF efficiency is assumed

to be reduced as εH2 = 2ε∗[1 +
(
Tvir/2 × 104K

)−3
]−1 to account

for the ineffective cooling by molecular hydrogen, H2 (Salvadori &
Ferrara 2012).

(iv) Pop II stars with masses m = [0.1 − 100] M� form according

to a Larson initial mass function, �(m) = m−2.35e−0.35 M�/m, if the
gas metallicity exceeds the critical value, Zcr, which sets the minimal
conditions for the formation of the first low-mass stars. This value
can be either Zcr = (10−4–10−3) Z�, if gas fragmentation is driven
by metal-line cooling (e.g. Bromm et al. 2001; Frebel, Johnson &
Bromm 2009), or Zcr = (10−6–10−4) Z�, if it is due to thermal
emission by collisionally excited dust grains (e.g. Schneider et al.
2002; Omukai et al. 2005). Following the most recent findings we
set Zcr = 10−4.15 Z� (e.g. Caffau et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2012;
de Bennassuti et al. 2014), and we explore the case Zcr = 10−6 Z�
in Section 6.

(v) Massive Pop III stars form if Z < Zcr. To work under the
hypothesis that the early metal-enrichment is dominated by faint SN
(e.g. Cooke & Madau 2014; de Bennassuti et al. 2014), we adopt
the simplest prescription and assume that all Pop III stars have a
characteristic stellar mass of 25 M� and evolve as faint SNe, which
experience mixing and fallback (e.g. Salvadori & Ferrara 2012).

Chemical enrichment. The contribution to the chemical enrich-
ment by different stellar populations is traced in the code by ac-
counting for the mass and metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes,

and by including all chemical elements from C to Zn (Salvadori
& Ferrara 2012). For Pop III stars evolving as faint SNe, we
adopt the yields by Iwamoto et al. (2005) for the case.2 Following
Woosley & Weaver (1995), we assume that stars with m > 40 M�
do not contribute to metal enrichment, and we adopt their yields
systematically halved in iron (Timmes, Lauroesch & Truran 1995)
for massive 8 M� ≤ m ≤ 40 M� stars that evolve as Type II SNe
(SNeII), 〈ESNeII〉 = 1.2 × 1051 erg. For low and intermediate mass
AGB stars, m < 8 M�, we adopt the yields by van den Hoek &
Groenewegen (1997) for metallicities Z > 10−3 and by Meynet
& Maeder (2002) for Z ≤ 10−5. All relevant equations describing
the chemical enrichment of star-forming galaxies can be found in
Salvadori et al. (2008).

The contribution of Type Ia SNe (SNeIa) has been included by
adopting the yields and explosion energy (ESNeIa = 1.3 × 1051 erg)
by Iwamoto et al. (1999), and the bimodal delay time distribution
observationally derived by Mannucci, Della Valle & Panagia (2006).
At each time-step and for each star-forming halo of the merger tree
we compute the rate of SNeIa by following Matteucci et al. (2006)
and we fix the normalization constant, ASNeIa, to reproduce the
actual rate of SNeIa in the Milky Way, ≈(0.3/100) yr−1 (Cappellaro,
Evans & Turatto 1999).

The chemical evolution of the gas is simultaneously traced in
the star-forming haloes and in the surrounding Galactic medium,
or Milky Way environment, by including the effect of SN-driven
outflows, which are regulated by the SN wind efficiency, εw . During
SN explosions, metals present in the ISM are ejected out of the
galaxy at a rate Ṁ

ej
Z = ZṀej

g , where Z = MZ/Mg is the metallicity
of the gas, and Ṁej

g the gas ejection rate, which depends on the
cumulative SN explosion energy, and on the binding energy of the
host halo (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2008; de Bennassuti et al. 2014).
Heavy elements dispersed into the Milky Way environment are
assumed to be instantaneously mixed in this medium, so its total
metallicity, ZGM, steadily increases across cosmic times.

Universality of the free parameters. The free parameters of the
model are the SF and SN-wind efficiency (ε∗, εw), the critical metal-
licity (Zcr), and the fraction of stars that can give rise to SNeIa
(ASNeIa). These are fixed to simultaneously reproduce the global
properties of the Milky Way at z = 0, along with the MDF of
Galactic halo stars (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2007; de Bennassuti et al.
2014). These free parameters are assumed to be the same for all the
haloes of the merger tree and in all hierarchical merger histories of
the Milky Way. Hence, the properties of different dwarf galaxies we
will present in the following, are not the result of a fine tuning of the
free parameters, but a consequence of the cosmological context in
which we study the formation and evolution of these small systems.

Selection and properties of satellite candidates. Galaxies that
can survive as satellites of the Milky Way are selected among star-
forming haloes of the merger trees that at any given redshift have
dark matter masses that correspond to low-sigma density fluctu-
ations, M < M2.5σ (z). This assumption is supported by N-body
simulations (e.g. Diemand, Madau & Moore 2005). After selection,
its subsequent evolution is followed in isolation down to z = 0
(Salvadori & Ferrara 2009).

In Fig. 2, we show the predicted Fe–Luminosity relation for all
selected candidates in 50 assembly histories of the Milky Way. We

2 The total amount of Fe and C per stellar mass formed is equivalent to the
integrated contribution of faint SN with m = (10–40) M�, as their yields
are rescaled with stellar masses (e.g. fig. 2 by de Bennassuti et al. 2014)
25 M� and kinetic explosion energy EPopIII = 0.7 × 1051 erg.
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1324 S. Salvadori, Á. Skúladóttir and E. Tolstoy

Figure 2. Predicted (contours) and observed (points) Fe–L relation for
Milky Way dwarf galaxies. Contours identify regions containing the
(68,95,99) per cent of the dwarf galaxy candidates in 50 hierarchical merger
histories. Observed points are from Kirby et al. (2011). Stars and labels
underline individual dwarf galaxies.

assume M/L = 1 to convert the stellar mass into total stellar lumi-
nosity, L∗ = M∗ × (L/M), and compare results with observations.
We can see that model results match very well the observational
data, including the nearly flat 〈[Fe/H]〉 value that is observed in
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies. In Fig. 2, the coloured boxes identify
galaxies in different luminosity ranges, using the same colour-code
as in Fig. 1. These same colours will be used through the entire paper
to distinguish among dwarf galaxies with different luminosities.

In our model, ultra-faint dwarf galaxies are predicted to be H2-
cooling minihaloes that form at z > 7.5, before photodissocia-
tion has suppressed gas cooling and SF in these small systems
(Salvadori & Ferrara 2012). In contrast, classical dSph galaxies are
predicted to form at later times through the merging of smaller pro-
genitors. On average we find that the more luminous is a galaxy,
the more massive is predicted to be its host halo, and the lower its
final assembly redshift (Salvadori & Ferrara 2009). More luminous
galaxies, therefore, keep accreting gas from the Galactic medium
while it is increasingly polluted with the heavy elements ejected by
low-mass star-forming galaxies.

We finally underline that in our model we do not account for mass
transfer from binary companions. Thus, we can only investigate
the incidence of CEMP(-no) stars that formed in carbon-enhanced
environments.

4 R E S U LT S : TH E G L O BA L P I C T U R E

We start by discussing the predictions of our cosmological model for
the mean properties of dwarf galaxies in different luminosity ranges,
which have been selected among all candidates in 50 different Milky
Way realizations (Fig. 2). The main results are summarized in Fig. 3
where we show, for dwarf galaxies with increasing luminosities
(from top to bottom), predictions for the average: (i) fraction of
CEMP stars FCEMP (left), (ii) normalized MDFs (middle), and (iii)
low-Fe tails of the MDFs (right). The fraction of CEMP stars with re-
spect to the total, FCEMP = NL

−1 ∑NL

i=1 NCEMP
∗ ([Fe/H])i/N∗([Fe/H])i ,

is calculated by averaging among the total number of dwarf galax-
ies within a given luminosity range, NL, where NCEMP

∗ ([Fe/H])i is
the fraction of CEMP stars in the ith galaxy, with a given [Fe/H]
value. Similarly, we computed the mean MDFs by averaging among

all NL dwarf galaxies in a given L range. For reference, Segue 1,
Coma Berenice, and Ursa Major II have luminosities consistent
with galaxies in the top panel (red), Bootes in the third (yellow),
and Sculptor in the second from bottom (blue).

Several interesting features can be noted in Fig. 3: (i) independent
of galaxy luminosity, we find that FCEMP = 1 at [Fe/H] ≤ −5, and
it rapidly decreases towards higher [Fe/H], with a steeper decline
in more luminous dwarf galaxies. (ii) The shape of the normalized
MDF dramatically changes with galaxy luminosity. In the least
massive ultra-faint dwarf galaxies it is flat and covers a broad [Fe/H]
range. As we move towards bigger galaxies, the MDF becomes more
peaked, the peak is gradually shifted towards higher [Fe/H] values,
and the low-Fe tail turns into a smaller fraction of the total. (iii) Stars
with [Fe/H] <−3 are predicted to be found in all dwarf galaxies, but
their relative contribution to the overall stellar populations strongly
decreases when the luminosity of the galaxy increases, as shown
by labels in the panels. (iv) On average, the cumulative number of
stars at [Fe/H] < −4 is roughly of the same order of magnitude,
≈(1–2) × 103 M�, in all dwarf galaxies with the only exception of
the faintest companions.

All these features are simply a result of the hierarchical galaxy
formation process and the gradual metal-enrichment and reioniza-
tion of the environment out of which these galaxies form, which
imprint their physical properties. In our scenario, the faintest dwarf
galaxies are associated with H2-cooling minihaloes, which viri-
alize from the Milky Way environment at 7.5 < z < 12, when
−5 ≤ [Fe/H]GM ≤ −3. The chemical enrichment proceeds very
smoothly in these small systems, which transform gas into stars
very inefficiently (Section 3; see also Salvadori & Ferrara 2009;
Vincenzo et al. 2014; Webster, Sutherland & Bland-Hawthorn 2014;
Bland-Hawthorn, Sutherland & Webster 2015; Romano et al. 2015).
Roughly a constant number of stars are formed at different evolu-
tionary phases (or [Fe/H]), and the gas can reach high [Fe/H] before
being either completely evacuated by the cumulative effect of SNe
explosions, or photoheated by the increasing external ionizing radi-
ation (Salvadori & Ferrara 2012). This determines the characteristic
shape of their MDF that is predicted, and observed, to be flat and to
extend over a broad range of [Fe/H].

More luminous galaxies from via the assembly of these basics
building blocks and more massive progenitors, which form after-
wards. In this bottom-up scenario all dwarf galaxies are expected
to have, on average, some ultra-faint dwarfs among their parent
haloes. Hence, they are predicted to share similar number of stars
and MDF tails at the lowest [Fe/H]. However, the more luminous a
galaxy, the less prominent is the contribution of the few thousand
stars formed in these lowest mass minihaloes into the final MDF.
This is emphasized by the numbers reported in the right-hand pan-
els of Fig. 3. We can see that extremely metal-poor stars represent
≥50 per cent of the stellar population in ultra-faint dwarfs, while
they are only ≈0.3 per cent in dSph galaxies that have luminosity
similar to Sculptor or higher. For this reason, the low-Fe tails seem
to gradually ‘disappear’ in the normalized MDFs as the luminosity
of the galaxies increases.

Since more massive dwarf galaxies complete their assembly at
lower redshifts, they can continue accreting gas from a Milky Way
environment that is increasingly polluted by heavy elements. The
average [Fe/H]GM value at the formation epoch of the main halo,
where the bulk of the stars form, sets the lower limit of [Fe/H] in the
normalized MDF. Thus, on average, the more luminous a galaxy,
the more pronounced is the shift of its MDF towards higher [Fe/H].
Furthermore, galaxies hosted by more massive dark matter haloes
have bigger gas reservoir, and they can more efficiently convert gas
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CEMP stars in dwarf galaxies 1325

Figure 3. Average properties of stars at different [Fe/H] in Milky Way dwarf galaxies with increasing luminosity (from top to bottom): L < 104 L� (red),
104 L� < L < 104.5 L� (orange), 104.5 L� < L < 105 L� (yellow), 105 L� < L < 105.5 L� (green), 105.5 L� < L < 106 L� (cyan), 106 L� < L < 107 L�
(blue), 107 L� < L < 108 L� (bottom, violet). Left-hand panels: average fraction of CEMP stars (solid line) with ±1σ dispersion (shaded area). Middle
panels: average MDF normalized to the total number of stars (histogram). Right-hand panels: MDFs for stars at [Fe/H] < −3, showing both the total number
of stars (filled histograms) and the number of CEMP-no stars (shaded grey histograms). The percentage shown is that of stars at [Fe/H] < −3 with respect to
the total.

into stars because of their higher Tvir > 104 K, which make them
Ly α cooling haloes (e.g. Maio et al. 2007). This causes a gradually
more pronounced peak in their MDFs.

The fraction of CEMP stars in dwarf galaxies with different
luminosities is connected to all these previously presented effects.
Looking at the right-hand panels of Fig. 3, we can see that NCEMP

follows N∗ at [Fe/H] < −4.5, in all dwarf galaxies. These CEMP-no
stars are predicted to form in (progenitor) H2-cooling minihaloes
that have been predominantly polluted by primordial faint SNe.
Because of the small amount of iron (YFe ≈ 4 × 10−7), and the huge
amount of carbon (YC ≈ 10−2) produced by faint SNe, long-lived
Pop II stars can already start to form in these small systems3 when
the ISM is self-enriched up to [Fe/H]cr ≈ −8, which corresponds
to [C/Fe] ≈ +4, and Z ≈ Zcr = 10−4.15 Z�. After the formation of
Pop II stars, normal SNeII rapidly start to contribute to the chemical
enrichment of both the ISM, gradually decreasing the [C/Fe] level
while [Fe/H] rises, and the Milky Way environment, increasing ZGM

3 Where the ‘critical’ iron-abundance is settled by the yields of faint SNe:
[Fe/H]cr = log(Zcr/ Z�) − log(YZ/YFe) + log(MZ/MFe)�.

up to Zcr. In analogy to what is found in the Galactic halo (Caffau
et al. 2011; Placco et al. 2014), we predict that carbon-normal
stars can start to form when [Fe/H] � −4.7, which corresponds to
ZGM > Zcr, and therefore to the disappearance of Pop III stars (de
Bennassuti et al. 2014).

Thus, we predict that FCEMP = 1 at [Fe/H] � −4.7 in all dwarf
galaxies, and that this fraction rapidly decreases with increasing
[Fe/H], because of the larger contribution of SNeII in both self-
enriched and newly formed galaxies. CEMP-no stars populating
the MDF at −4 < [Fe/H] < −2, predominantly form in environ-
ment polluted by primordial faint SN and SNeII. Thus, they are all
predicted to form in the very early stages of galaxy evolution. In-
terestingly, we can see that these CEMP-no stars efficiently form in
dwarf galaxies like Bootes (yellow) and Draco (green), which are
in the ‘transition region’ between ultra-faint dwarfs and classical
dSph galaxies (Fig. 2). This is because these galaxies are associated
with the most massive among minihaloes, with Tvir ≈ 104 K, which
host Pop III stars as their least luminous companion, but have higher
SF efficiencies (Section 3). More massive, classical dSph galaxies,
have higher probabilities to have among their progenitor haloes Pop
II galaxies that virialized from an environment pre-enriched up to
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1326 S. Salvadori, Á. Skúladóttir and E. Tolstoy

Figure 4. Predicted SF rates of Milky Way dwarf galaxies in different
luminosity ranges (colours as described in Fig. 3) as a function of stellar
ages (left) and redshift (right).

[Fe/H]GM ≥ −4 by normal SNeII (Salvadori et al. 2007; de Ben-
nassuti et al. 2014). Carbon-normal stars efficiently form in these
galaxies, causing the steeper decline of FCEMP with [Fe/H].

In stars with higher iron-abundance, [Fe/H] > −2, we find
that the carbon-enhancement might also come from low-metallicity
(Z ≤ 10−3 Z�) AGB stars, which evolve on longer time-scales. This
causes the small increase of the FCEMP values at [Fe/H] ≈ −1.5,
which is visible in the left-hand panels of Fig. 3. Note that in our
model we do not account for binary systems, so the carbon in these
stars is not accreted from a companion, but it reflects the chemical
composition of the birth environment. The products of AGB stars
can be efficiently retained in the ISM of low-mass galaxies after
SNeII have contributed to the chemical enrichment, and the galaxy
can quietly evolve for a short period of time (e.g. Salvadori & Fer-
rara 2012). The production of s-process elements from Z ≤ 10−3 Z�
AGB stars is still unclear (e.g. Fishlock et al. 2014) and we do not
account for it in our work. However, these stars are most likely
expected to be CEMP-s stars, although their properties are proba-
bly different from those formed in binary systems, which directly
accrete material from an AGB companion.

Finally, we should emphasize that, although FCEMP is steeper in
more massive dwarfs, at [Fe/H] < −3 the results are all consistent
within ±1σ errors. As already discussed, this is because these dif-
ferent dwarf galaxies are expected to share similar ancestors at high
redshift, namely low-mass H2-cooling minihaloes, which represent
the birth environments of stars at [Fe/H] < −3.

4.1 Star formation histories

Another way to consider these findings is to look at the predicted
average SFHs of dwarf galaxies, which are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of stellar ages, and formation redshift. We can see that
all dwarf galaxies are predicted to host stars >10 Gyr old, which

is what is observed in the Local Group (e.g. Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi
2009). At very high redshifts, z ≥ 10, we predict dwarf galaxies to
share similar SF rates, ψ ≈ 10−3–10−4 M� yr−1, independent of
their total luminosity. It is during these cosmic epochs that the low-
[Fe/H] tails of the MDFs are built-up in the star-forming progenitor
minihaloes.

Ultra-faint dwarf galaxies are predicted to stop forming stars
prior the end of reionization, z > 6, because of heating by the ex-
ternal UV background that prevents gas cooling, and ‘sterilizes’
those systems that still have some leftover gas to fuel SF (Salvadori
& Ferrara 2012). This is consistent with observations of SFH in
ultra-faint dwarfs (e.g. Brown et al. 2014). Note that some of these
‘sterilized’ minihaloes are predicted to evolve in isolation and sur-
vive until z ≈ 2, when they can be observed as very-metal-poor
Damped Ly Alpha systems (Salvadori & Ferrara 2012). These sys-
tems might re-start forming stars at later times (e.g. Ricotti 2009;
Faerman, Sternberg & McKee 2013) and explain observations of
H I-rich dwarf galaxies that show recent episodes of SF (e.g. LeoT:
Irwin et al. 2007; de Jong et al. 2008; Weisz et al. 2012).

More luminous galaxies continue to efficiently form stars to much
later times, and hence have more extended and complex SFHs. In the
right-hand panels of Fig. 4, we see that ψ is expected to gradually
increase towards lower redshifts, reaching the maximum at the main
assembling epoch of the host halo, and decreasing afterwards, when
the galaxy is assumed to evolve in isolation. The SFH that has
been measured in the Sculptor dSph galaxy (de Boer et al. 2012),
is qualitatively consistent with the one that we predict for dwarf
galaxies with similar luminosity (blue): it has a peak at ≈13 Gyr,
and then declines with cosmic time, lacking stars <6 Gyr old.

In this global picture we can therefore explain the variation, with
galaxy luminosity, of both the MDFs and SFHs of dwarf galaxies.

5 DATA C O M PA R I S O N

We now test the results of our cosmological model against available
observations for CEMP stars in nearby dwarf galaxies. We focus on
three classes of dwarf galaxies that reside in different luminosity
ranges, as shown in Fig. 2: (i) the ‘classical’ dSph galaxy Sculptor,
L = 106.3±0.2 L�; (ii) the most luminous of the ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, Bootes, L = 104.5±0.2 L�; and (iii) the least luminous
ultra-faint dwarfs, L < 104 L�: the combination of SegueI, Coma
Berenice, Ursa Major II, and LeoIV. As pointed out in Section 2,
the available data for Bootes are mostly blind to CEMP subclasses
(s, r, and no). This represents a possible caveat for our comparison
with CEMP-no models. Still, most of the CEMP stars found in this
system have [Fe/H] < −3, which is the typical [Fe/H] range of
CEMP-no stars (e.g. fig. 1 of Norris et al. 2013).

Given the low number of [C/Fe] measurements in dwarf
galaxies (see Figs 5a, 6a,d), we computed the uncertainty of
FCEMP by using the results of Gehrels (1986) for Poisson statis-
tics. We derived the 1σ upper (lower) confidence limits as
F

up
CEMP = 1.841/N∗([Fe/H]) in case of non-detection (F low

CEMP = 0.0),
and as F

up
CEMP = 3.300/N∗([Fe/H]) for single detection (F low

CEMP =
0.173/N∗([Fe/H])), where N∗([Fe/H]) represents the total num-
ber of stars with available carbon measurements in different [Fe/H]
ranges. So the fewer the measurements, the larger the uncertainties.

We used a Monte Carlo technique to randomly select from the
mean theoretical MDFs, a number of stars equal to the total number
of [Fe/H] measurements in different dwarf galaxies, Ntot. We then
constructed the average ±1σ errors on the MDF by iterating this
procedure 100 times. These errors, which are shown in Figs 5(b)
and 6(b,e) together with the dispersion among different dwarf
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CEMP stars in dwarf galaxies 1327

Figure 5. Predictions versus observations for the Sculptor dSph galaxy.
Top panel: the fraction of CEMP stars in different [Fe/H] bins. The solid
line shows the average value in the model, and the shaded area the ±1σ

dispersion among different Sculptor-like dwarf galaxies (as Fig. 3). Upside
down triangles are upper limits for the observed fraction of CEMP stars based
on available data. Labels indicate the number of [C/Fe] measurements in
each [Fe/H] bin (references in Fig. 1). Middle panel: the observed (points
with error bars) and predicted MDF (histograms with shaded uncertainty).
We show the ±1σ dispersion among Sculptor-like dwarf galaxies in 50
Milky Way possible assembling histories (light grey), and among 100 Monte
Carlo sampling of the average MDF to the number of stars observed (dark
grey). Labels indicate the number measurements in each [Fe/H] bin (Kirby
et al. 2011; Starkenburg et al. 2013). Bottom panel: conditional probability
to observe a star at a given [Fe/H] that it is also carbon-enhanced. Labels
indicate the number of [C/Fe] > 0.7 measurements in each [Fe/H].

galaxies, provide an estimate of the data-driven uncertainties, i.e.
they are the errors we always have to deal with while comparing
theoretical models with small numbers of measurements.

5.1 Carbon-enhanced stars in Sculptor

The predicted average properties of Sculptor-like dwarf galaxies
are shown in Fig. 5. We note that there is only one detection of a
CEMP-no star in Sculptor at −2.5 < [Fe/H] ≤ −2 (Skúladóttir et al.

2015), from which we get F
up
CEMP = 0.06. In the other [Fe/H] bins,

with zero detections, F
up
CEMP is simply set by the number of [C/Fe]

measurements. So the decline of F
up
CEMP towards higher [Fe/H] is

simply a consequence of the larger number of stars observed at
increasing [Fe/H].

From Fig. 5(a), we can see that the theoretical predictions are
consistent with F

up
CEMP. As we already discussed in Section 4, because

of the early chemical enrichment by primordial faint SN, FCEMP

rapidly declines with [Fe/H], ranging from unity at [Fe/H] ≤ −4.75
down to values <0.005, at [Fe/H] > −1. Carbon-normal stars begin
to form when [Fe/H] ≥ −4.7, and in Sculptor they are predicted
to be the majority of the stellar population (>50 per cent) already
at [Fe/H] ≥ −4.25. This result has two implications: (i) to catch
second-generation stars imprinted mainly by primordial faint SNe
in Sculptor, we should look among stars at [Fe/H] < −4.75, as in
the Galactic halo; (ii) to increase the probability of finding CEMP
stars in Sculptor we should follow up [Fe/H] < −3 stars, for which
we predict FCEMP ≥ 0.065. Our ability to find these CEMP stars will
remain naturally limited by the absolute number of stars that exist
at these low [Fe/H]. Our model predicts, and this is supported by
observations, that stars at [Fe/H] < −3 are intrinsically rare in
luminous, Sculptor-like galaxies, only representing <3 per cent of
the total stellar population (see Fig. 3). This point is highlighted
in Fig. 5(b), where we compare the predicted and observed MDFs,
that are normalized to the total number of stars. Noticeably, stars at
[Fe/H] < −3 are almost invisible in the normalized function, which
is dominated by more Fe-rich stars. Clearly, the paucity of stars at
this low [Fe/H] makes it very challenging to search for CEMP-no
stars in Sculptor, where only the brighter stars at the tip of the RGB
can be followed up. Between −3.5 ≤ [Fe/H] < −3, for example,
we should roughly double the number of stars found in Sculptor to
be able to observe one CEMP-no star among them.

Thus, we can ask a different question: What is the joint proba-
bility to observe a star that has a given [Fe/H] value, and that is
also carbon-enhanced? Fig. 5(c) shows this joint probability dis-
tribution. This has been computed by combining the two inde-
pendent functions: the fraction of CEMP stars predicted by the
model, and the observed MDF normalized to the total number
of stars, Pobs = FCEMP × N∗/Ntot. The probability, Pobs, is maxi-
mal at [Fe/H] ≈ −2, where we predict the highest absolute num-
ber of CEMP stars. This result naturally explains why the first

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for Bootes-like dwarf galaxies (left), and for the least luminous ultra-faint dwarfs with L < 104 L� (right). Measurements are
the same reported in Fig. 1. For FCEMP, we show both upper and lower limits from observations (see text).
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1328 S. Salvadori, Á. Skúladóttir and E. Tolstoy

carbon-enhanced star in the Sculptor dSphs has been serendipi-
tously found at such a high [Fe/H]. In conclusion, the observed
MDF, the derived upper limits for FCEMP, and the iron-abundance of
the only CEMP star detected in Sculptor, are all consistent with the
hypothesis that faint SNe were the main contributors to primordial
metal-enrichment.

5.2 Carbon-enhanced stars in ultra-faint dwarfs

We now explore the predictions of our model for less luminous
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies, where many CEMP stars have been found
(Fig. 1). In Fig. 6, we show the results for Bootes-like dwarf galax-
ies and for the least luminous ultra-faint dwarfs with L < 104 L�.
As for Sculptor we select these galaxies on the bases of their to-
tal luminosity among all the available candidates predicted by the
model (Fig. 2).

By inspecting Figs 6(a) and (d), we can see that because of the
low total number of stars observed in these small systems (≈40 in
Bootes, and ≈15 in the faintest ultra-faint dwarf galaxies combined
all together) the upper/lower limits on FCEMPs are extremely high/low,
and hence naturally consistent with model predictions. In these
ancient systems, the fraction of RGB stars with respect to the total
is estimated4 to be NRGB/N

tot
∗ ≈ 0.001. This implies that in both

cases ≥50 per cent of RGB stars have been already followed up.5

We note that in the model, the dispersion among different galaxies
is huge in the case of the faintest dwarf galaxies (Fig. 6d), and at
[Fe/H] = −3.5 the +1σ error is consistent with FCEMP ≈ 0.8. This
is because these faint galaxies are associated with the least massive
H2-cooling minihaloes that are able to form stars, and which evolve
in isolation. These systems can either virialize from a primordial
birth environment, Z < Zcr, and hence FCEMP ≈ 1 for [Fe/H] < −3
because they host primordial faint SN, or from a medium that has
been pre-enriched up to Z > Zcr by the products of SNeII. In the
latter case they will only host Pop II stars, and hence FCEMP ≈ 0.
These different formation paths cause the large spread in FCEMP

at [Fe/H] < −3. According to our model, the large fraction of
CEMP-no stars observed in the faintest dwarfs at [Fe/H] < −3
(≈80 per cent) suggests that these systems are truly Pop III galaxies,
which have experienced primordial SF. However, we clearly need
better measurement statistics. A quest for more data also emerges
while comparing the predicted and observed MDFs (Fig. 6e). In the
faintest dwarf galaxies, the errors induced by the low number of
measurements (15 stars) are larger than the dispersion of the model
among different dwarf galaxies and Milky Way merger histories.
In contrast, these errors are equal (lower) than the intrinsic model
uncertainties in Bootes (Sculptor), where ≈40 stars (≈700) have
been observed.

Fig. 6(c and f) show the joint probability to observe a star in a
given [Fe/H] range, that is also carbon-enhanced. If we compare this
function with the one derived for Sculptor (Fig. 5c), we note a clear
trend: the fainter the galaxy is, the higher is the overall probability
to observe a star that is also carbon-enhanced, which is the integral
of Pobs over the [Fe/H] range. This explains why it is much easier to
find carbon-enhanced stars in these small systems. Moreover, Pobs

is maximum at lower [Fe/H] in less luminous dwarf galaxies. For

4 We used PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang
et al. 2014), and the CMD generator available at http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cmd.
5 For the ultra-faint dwarfs this only is true if we consider the combination
of the four systems at L < 104 L�. In Segue I all RGB stars have already
been followed up.

Bootes, we find that Pobs is maximum at −4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −2.5,
while for the faintest dwarfs at [Fe/H] ≤ −3. In both cases the
predicted [Fe/H] ranges coincide with [Fe/H] values of observed
CEMP-no stars in these small systems.

Finally, we should note that for the faintest dwarf galaxies
the model predicts a non-negligible fraction of CEMP stars at
[Fe/H] > −2 (upper panel). As explained in Section 4, these stars
are predicted to form in environment polluted by the products of
AGB stars with Z < 10−3 Z�, which can be retained by these small
galaxies when SN have already exploded. Interestingly, a CEMP-s
star at [Fe/H] ≈ −1.5 that does not show evidence for a binary com-
panion has been recently detected in Segue 1 (Frebel et al. 2014).
So, although more data are required to solidly assess if this star is in
a binary system, this observation supports the idea that the physical
mechanism we propose may contribute to the formation of CEMP-s
in these small systems.

6 T H E L OW- [ F E / H ] TA I L O F S C U L P TO R

The results of our cosmological model show that CEMP-no stars,
similar to those found in the Galactic halo and ultra-faint dwarfs, are
not necessarily missing in classical dSph galaxies, such as Sculptor,
but they could be hidden among rare [Fe/H] < −3 stars, which
represent <3 per cent of the overall stellar population. The possible
existence of a CEMP-no star at [Fe/H] = −3.77 (see Section 2)
might be the first confirmation that this is indeed the case. Sculptor-
like dSph galaxies, furthermore, are predicted to be among the best
systems to find the most iron-poor stars, because their MDFs might
extend down to [Fe/H] < −5, if faint SN dominated the early metal-
enrichment (Fig. 3). The key question is: how much do we need to
enlarge the current stellar sample to unveil the lowest Fe tail of the
Sculptor MDF and catch the most pristine CEMP stars?

Fig. 7 shows how many stars at [Fe/H] < −3 are predicted to
emerge in Sculptor-like dwarf galaxies by increasing the total num-
ber of [Fe/H] measurements. Fig. 7(a) exhibits results for the actual
number of observed stars, ≈700 stars, which roughly correspond to
≈25 per cent of all RGB stars in Sculptor. Model predictions agree
quite well with observations. Fig. 7(b) shows how the low-Fe tail of
Sculptor will appear by following up all stars down to magnitudes
V ≤ 20, which corresponds to ≈1600 stars in the observed CMD
(de Boer et al. 2012). We find that in this case we might be able
to observe 12 ± 8 stars with [Fe/H] ≤ −4, the (40 ± 20) per cent
of which are predicted to be CEMP-no stars. These observations
can be achieved with present-day instrumentation [e.g. ESO Very
Large Telescope (VLT) with X-Shooter, FLAMES, and UVES, or
Keck/DIMOS] to add crucial information to our understanding of
the properties of first stars and early galaxy formation processes. See
for example Kirby et al. (2009), who used Keck/DIMOS to obtain
medium-resolution spectra (6400–9000 Å, R ≈ 6500) for V ≈ 20
stars in the central region of Sculptor and derive their C and Fe
abundances. Future generation of telescopes will allow us to mea-
sure [Fe/H] for stars below the main-sequence turn-off in nearby
galaxies, like Sculptor. For example, the limit given for MOSAIC
spectroscopy on the ESO-ELT (Evans et al. 2015) is V ≈ 25 at
R ≈ 15 000–20 000. This will dramatically increase the number of
stars that can be observed at high spectral resolution in nearby galax-
ies. The total number of RGB and MS stars in Sculptor with V ≤ 23 is
≈20 000, and from these we can expect 80 ± 22 stars at [Fe/H] ≤−4
(Fig. 7c), and 16 ± 10 stars with [Fe/H] ≤ −4.7, where the fraction
of CEMP-no stars is expected to be 100 per cent. With these obser-
vations, furthermore, we might be able to accurately constrain the
critical metallicity value. As already shown in Salvadori et al. (2007,
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Figure 7. Number of stars at [Fe/H] < −3 that can be observed in Sculptor
by increasing the sample of [Fe/H] measurements. From top to bottom we
show results for: (i) the current statistics (≈700 RGB stars), where the
available data are shown as points with Poissonian error bars (Fig. 5 for
references); (ii) stars with V ≤ 20; (iii) stars with V ≤ 23; (iv) all stars.
Shaded area show the ±1σ errors obtained from the Monte Carlo random
selection technique (see text). Solid histograms with shaded area are results
for our fiducial model, Zcr = 10−4.15 Z�. Red dashed histograms show the
same results for the case Zcr = 10−6 Z�.

fig. 7), decreasing Zcr in the most feasible range, Zcr ≈ 10−4–
10−6 Z�, mainly affects the number of long-lived stars at
[Fe/H] < −4. Thus, the differences between Zcr models become ob-
servable in Sculptor when a significant number of stars are followed
up, and the lowest Fe tail starts to emerge (Fig. 7c,d).

7 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We used a robust, data-constrained merger-tree model for the pos-
sible formation histories of the Milky Way and its dwarf satellites
to predict the frequency of CEMP-no stars in nearby dwarf galaxies
(e.g. Salvadori et al. 2008, 2014; Salvadori & Ferrara 2009, 2012).
We have shown that the model can successfully explain the vari-
ation of the average MDFs and SFHs observed in dwarf galaxies
with increasing luminosities (e.g. Kirby et al. 2011; Weisz et al.
2014) by accounting for SF in H2-cooling minihaloes, M = 106.5–
108 M�, with a self-consistent treatment of the reionization and
metal enrichment of the Milky Way environment.

By assuming that primordial faint SN, with mixing and fall-
back, dominated the early chemical enrichment, as suggested by
observations of Galactic halo stars (e.g. Iwamoto et al. 2005;
Cooke & Madau 2014; de Bennassuti et al. 2014; Marassi et al.
2014), we analyse the average properties of dwarf galaxies in dif-
ferent luminosity ranges, and show that:

(i) CEMP-no stars should exist in all dwarf galaxies within the
observed luminosity range, 102.5 L� < L < 107.5 L�.

(ii) Independent of galaxy luminosity the relative fraction
of CEMP-no stars increases towards lower [Fe/H], reaching
100 per cent at [Fe/H] � −4.7.

(iii) As the galaxy luminosity increases, the overall probability
to observe CEMP-no stars decreases, and the [Fe/H] range in which
they are most likely to be found is shifted towards higher values.

(iv) In classical Sculptor-like dSph galaxies, the probability to
find CEMP-no stars is almost an order of magnitude lower than in
the faintest Milky Way companions, L < 104 L�, and it is maximal,
Pobs = 0.02 at [Fe/H] ≈ −2.

The results explain why it is easier to discover CEMP-no stars
in ultra-faint dwarf galaxies than in more luminous classical dSphs
(e.g. Norris et al. 2010; Lai et al. 2011; Frebel et al. 2014), and also
why the only CEMP-no star observed in Sculptor has been found at
an unexpectedly high [Fe/H] (Skúladóttir et al. 2015). In particular,
our model shows that CEMP-no stars at [Fe/H] � −4.7 form in
environments predominantly polluted by primordial faint SN, which
therefore have extremely high [C/Fe] values. On the other hand,
those at −4.7 � [Fe/H] � −2.0 are imprinted by both primordial
faint SN and low metallicity, Z < 10−3 Z�, SNeII, in agreement
with recent findings by Bonifacio et al. (2015). At [Fe/H] � −2.0,
we find that CEMP stars can also form in an ISM polluted by
the products of AGB stars with Z < 10−3 Z�. Hence, they may
potentially be enriched by s-process neutron capture elements (i.e.
CEMP-s), which are not included in our model.

Our findings for CEMP-no stars, are a consequence of both the
extremely low Fe-production, and high C, from faint SN, and of
the cosmological context in which the hierarchical assembly of
dwarf galaxies occurs. H2-cooling minihaloes, or ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, L < 105 L�, are thus predicted to be the high-redshift
progenitors of more massive ‘classical’ dSph galaxies, and the en-
vironment of formation for stars with [Fe/H] < −3. The low-Fe
tails of dwarf galaxies are thus expected to form in these common
building blocks, some of which experienced Pop III SF (Salvadori
et al. 2014). Such low-Fe tails can extend down to [Fe/H] < −4.7
if built-up upon the chemical products of primordial faint SN.

As the galaxy luminosity increases our model shows that the
average MDFs become more peaked, and shifted towards higher
[Fe/H] values, as is observed. Thus, stars at [Fe/H] < −3 become a
lower fraction of the total stellar populations: from ≥40 per cent for
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies, L < 105 L�, to <0.2 per cent for
L > 107 L�. This is why in more massive dwarf galaxies the
overall probability to observe a CEMP-no star decreases, and the
[Fe/H] range in which they are more likely to be found increases.
In Sculptor, L ≈ 106.3 L�, we find that the fraction of CEMP-no
stars monotonically decreases from FCEMP ≈ 1 at [Fe/H] ≤ −4.75
down to FCEMP < 0.005 at [Fe/H] ≥ −1. However, the probability to
observe one of these stars is higher at −2.5 < [Fe/H] ≤ −2 because
more stars can be observed in this range.

A key prediction of our work is that galaxies with different lumi-
nosity are expected to share, on average, similar MDF tails and frac-
tions of CEMP-no stars at the lowest [Fe/H]. At the moment, this hy-
potheses is supported by the observations of a very similar fraction
of CEMP stars at [Fe/H] < −3 in the Galactic halo and in the overall
sample of nearby dwarf galaxies, FCEMP(≤−3) ≈ (43-42) per cent.
However, more data need to be collected for the Milky Way com-
panions. This also emerges from our analysis of the model uncer-
tainties, which in the faintest dwarf galaxies are dominated by the
low number statistics.

Finally, we should be clear that our model cannot exclude alter-
native scenarios for the formation of CEMP-no stars, such as metal
pollution by massive rotating primordial stars (e.g. Meynet et al.
2006; Maeder et al. 2015). Furthermore, we did not explore the
effects of different primordial initial mass functions on the fraction
of CEMP-no stars in dwarf galaxies. Instead, we simply worked
under the hypothesis that Pop III stars evolve as faint SN with
mixing and fallback, since these pristine stars should dominate the
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early chemical enrichment to successfully explain observations of
CEMP-no stars in the Galactic halo (e.g. Cooke & Madau 2014;
de Bennassuti et al. 2014). Our findings show that to further test
the predominant role of primordial faint SN in the early Universe
we need to at least double the current stellar sample in Sculptor,
by measuring [Fe/H] and [C/Fe] in stars in different region of the
galaxy down to magnitudes V ≤ 20. Deeper observations (V ≤ 23)
should enable the discovery of peculiar CEMP-no stars in Sculptor
similar to those found in the Galactic halo at [Fe/H] < −4. This will
provide crucial information not only on the nature of first stars and
critical metallicity value, but also on the formation of the Galactic
halo, and hence on the underlying hierarchical galaxy formation
process.
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